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The proposal of the Ugo La Malfa Foundation Malfa on Italy’s plan for the Next Generation 

EU, has argued that Italy must eschew the past economic mistakes that have placed sustaining 

consumption ahead of investment, to the detriment of its economic growth, if it is to deploy 

successfully the EU funds for restoring Italian economic vitality, and that of the EU in general.   

That goal is manifestly necessary both to satisfy the economic goals of the EU and to use this 

opportunity to put Italy on a more sustainable growth trajectory. The case presented draws on 

history to argue that investment is self-evidently critical for maintaining and promoting new 

sources of economic growth. It goes further to argue that it should be investment in the national 

infrastructure and alludes to the success of rebuilding the autostrada bridge in Genoa as an 

example. This perhaps inadvertently conflates our understanding of infrastructure with that of 

building physical assets. Worse it highlights a particularly dangerous assumption that all such 

structures need to be widely dispersed among regions and provinces, where such investment 

should be provided in normal government budgeting. 

It is becoming increasingly clear that despite enormous improvement in the physical infrastructure 

in Europe that growth is slow by global standards. The recent FT ranking of global companies 

that have increased in value shows that 36 were in China and 30 in the USA. What is more most 

of them were in digital or biological technologies, which are more dependent on intellectual capital 

than concrete. In Europe there were just 13 companies.  

Infrastructure investment is increasingly intangible. Such investment is more than simply the 

investment in R&D, which on average amounts to 2.4%% of GDP, but in Italy is only 1.4 %. That 

can be misleading because it includes both public and private investment. Even that is problematic 

when considering software or systems, which are often treated as consumables. The real 

investment is to promote the rate of adoption of new economic possibilities, which depends 

increasingly on access to knowledge and data. Some of this may indeed require physical networks 

to support for instance wireless systems which have to be widely deployed across the economy, 

rather than in an uncoordinated and random local pattern. 

The pandemic has made painfully clear which nations have managed to organise the most effective 

ways of containing the virus. Italy has throughout the past year shown itself to be among the better 



performers.  The health care system has coped and much of the rest of the world learned from 

your experience. Certainly, that was so in the UK, which struggled to organise its response and has 

suffered the greatest loss of life. However, that early failure appeared to force the British 

government to resort to novel ways to deploy the country’s skills in health care systems, such as 

in the genomic sequencing of the virus, at the urgent request of the scientific community. That 

obliged it to set up various task forces, with immediate access to political decision makers and 

funding.  

These teams mainly discreet work, identified new therapies, invested in vaccine development and 

have been able to deploy mass vaccination quickly and efficiently. In the process it has been 

surprising to note the number of ad hoc initiatives and experimental tests that have been adopted 

within the NHS leviathan. One vital asset has been the national patient database, and another has 

been the strong research capabilities that link both hospitals and universities to private firms such 

as Deepmind, the Alphabet AI company in London. The pandemic has provided a real time 

example of how government funding for many diverse research initiatives has had immediate 

effect in promoting health advances but also hopefully long-lasting economic benefit. In that at 

least it may have added to economic theory and practice! Allow me to jest that it is amusing to 

hear the UK referred to as a speedboat by the EU in such matters! 

The Fondazione Ugo La Malfa proposal is right therefore to stress the need for strong and 

independent executive authority to plan and execute the programme of investment with EU 

support funding. However, it is as important to ensure that there is clear recognition of where the 

investment can reinforce the undoubted depth of intangible resources Italy possesses. The capacity 

to innovate in private business has long been demonstrated, but scarcely the same can be said of 

the public sector. It is indeed time to ensure that pork barrel politics no longer determines where, 

when and in what, the post pandemic investment is made. Ten years from now let’s hope that 

Italy’s public university research programmes are recognised as among the most successful globally 

and business will ensure these propel economic growth in Italy once again. 


